


Conference Table in Bronze grade Live Edge Ebonized Maple

Created™ Contract  Col lect ion

Anchored by our monumental Conference Tables, the Contract 
Collection features a wide range of furnishings which lend an air of 
authority and allure to any corporate or office setting. Our 
Executive Desks, Community Bars and Benching systems come in a 
variety of sizes and finishes to fit any space. Case goods such as 
credenzas and filing cabinets combine to complete the suite.
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Conference Table in Live Edge Gold grade Maple with Press bases

Round Table in Straight Edge Bronze grade
Ebonized Maple

(back) Stool in Straight Edge Walnut
(front) Dining Chair in Live Edge Maple

Community Table in Silver grade Live Edge Ebonized Maple

Floating Top Desk in Live Edge Gold grade Walnut
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Dining Table in Live Edge
Silver grade Ebonized Maple
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Created™ Hospital i ty

Our products are featured in hotels, restaurants and multi-unit real 
estate developments throughout the US, and we relish the 
opportunity to create custom statement pieces that are as 
memorable as they are impressive. Additionally, Created™ 
specializes in high volume tables, chairs, bar and countertops, or 
whatever furnishings the project requires.
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Dining Table in Gold grade Live Edge Walnut

Round Table in Straight Edge Gold grade Walnut

Cocktail Tables in Bronze grade Straight Edge Maple

Community Waterfall Bar in Live Edge Gold grade Sycamore

Lounge Chair in Live Edge Silver grade Oak
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The Everyday Col lect ion

Created™ Hardwood designs and builds products to fit 
every style, application, and budget. The Created™ 
Everyday Collection comprises high quality, solid wood 

products made with Bronze grade mulitplank slabs, which offer the ultimate 
in versatility and durability at an extremely competitive price point.

Small Solid Face Credenza in Straight Edge Bronze grade Walnut

Conference Table in Live Edge Bronze grade Walnut
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Waterfall Bench in Bronze grade Straight Edge Ebonized Maple

Height-adjustable Desk in Bronze grade Live Edge Walnut Stool in Bronze grade Straight Edge Ebonized Maple 
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Conference Table in Silver grade Live Edge Ebonized Oak
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Kitchen Island in Bronze grade Straight Edge Maple

Is lands and Workstat ions

As versatile as they are attractive, our islands are the perfect addition 
to multi-unit kitchens or amenity areas. Available in a range of sizes 
and styles, islands provide a useful top surface and open storage. 

Kitchen Island in Bronze grade Live Edge Ebonized Maple Kitchen Island in Bronze grade Live Edge Walnut

Cocktail Tables in Bronze grade Straight Edge Maple
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Freestanding and Bui lt- in Bars

Created™ Bar Tops are a visually spectacular and highly functional 
way to incorporate the impressive length of the magnificent trees 
into any home, office, or communal area, and are available as built-ins 
or freestanding with choice of base. 

Freestanding Bar in Silver grade Live Edge Walnut Freestanding Bar and Stools in Silver grade Live Edge Cherry

Built-in Bar in Bronze grade Live Edge Walnut
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Custom host stand in Gold grade Live Edge Walnut
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Created™ Custom

One of the most exciting traits of our raw, solid slabs is the 
potential they possess to be transformed into practically anything 
you can imagine.

Today, roughly half of our business is comprised of custom pieces, 
made to order for a single individual, family, or organization. We 
like to think that if you can dream it, we can build it. So go on, 
dream away... our design team is ready to help make them a reality.

Sustainability for generations to come. 

Created™ Hardwood is committed to not only responsibly sourcing 
our raw materials, but replenishing and sustaining them as well. 
The wood we use is never harvested for the purpose of making our 
products, but rather repurposed from trees that have already been 
removed for safety or commercial reasons.

Partnering with the non-profit organization , 
Created™ is dedicated to contributing to reforestation efforts 
around the world. In an ever-changing global landscape, we view 
our access to these amazing creations as a privilege, not a right, 
now more than ever.
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The Created™ Difference

Created™ products are not only built with the highest quality 
materials, our craftsmen also utilize best practices and industry 
standard construction methods to ensure maximum performance and 
durability. All of our bronze grade products feature full length boards* 
over butcher block style panels for optimum continuity.
*144” maximum length without joining

Beyond the Spectacular

There’s no mistaking the distinctive, show-stopping appearance of a 
high character, solid slab table, desk, or bar top, but Created™ also 
specializes in high volume hospitatlity, commercial, and residential 
orders. Our vast line of bronze grade products are designed to fit any 
budget, offering best-in-class practicality, performance and value. 

BUTCHER BLOCK STYLE FULL LENGTH*

Cocktail Table in Bronze grade Straight Edge Walnut Community Bar in Bronze grade Live Edge Maple
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Conference Table in Bronze grade Straight Edge Walnut
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Choose from a variety of integrated power and data configurations 
and cord management systems to ensure each piece performs as 
well as it looks.

 | Created™ products are made exclusively with 
solid wood. Three types of composition offer flexibility of form, 
shape, and price point and are often determined by availability.

SOLID BOOK MATCHED MULTI-PLANK

  |   While the Created™ brand was founded on 
the organic shape of the wood, other edge profiles can be used 
to establish a particular design style and emphasize features of a 
piece.  

LIVE SQUARE INVERTED
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Created™ Hardwood prides itself on its best-in-class finish of 
everything we make, ensuring not only a beautiful appearance, but 
also maximum durability of our products.

  |  Different applications and styles of decor call for 
different product forms and designs. Created™ specializes in live 
edge slabs, but they can be cut to any shape or size within the 
original dimensions of the slab.

NATURAL SQUARE OR RECTANGLE ROUND OR OVAL

  |   Our bases are designed to complement any style 
without distracting from the wood they support. Each one is made 
by hand by local fabricators and are available in a variety sizes and 
finishes. Ask about additional designs. 

BLOCK PRESS CHEVRON TRESTLE
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B ZE E GO D

 | Each piece of Created™ Hardwood is denoted by its coin 
grade with the respective charateristics:

: Lowest price point, multi-plank solid wood composition, made 
to order specification (size and species). No slab selection available.

: Middle price point, medium to high character, solid or 
bookmatch composition, Created™ Hardwood selects slab for project. 
No slab selection available.

: Premium price point, medium to high character, solid or 
bookmatch composition, slab selection available pending availability. 
Created™ Hardwood makes sure to provide at least two to three 
options for slabs.

Examples are as follows. Note: Bronze not available in all species.
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POWER UNITS

 The Created™ design, production, and sales 
teams work with the client every step of the way from conception 
through installation to ensure delivery of each piece that exceeds 
expectations.
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Accessorize your space with products from EDGEWISE™ by 

E-Z LOCK™ hanging system.

Reward performance or show appreciation with an Edgewise™ 
Cutting Board or Wine Holder, which make beautiful and 
memorable gifts for any occasion.

1310 Grandview Ave. Columbus, OH 43212
330-878-1146 | 


